Insect control

Insect control in tobacco factories by
using special industrial air curtains
Biddle is a company located in the north of
the Netherlands, dedicated to the development and production of high-end equipment
for climate separation. Biddle has excelled in
top quality, high efficiency and custom-made
solutions, due to more than 50 years experience in the field of climate control. By using
its knowledge and long-time experience Biddle can guarantee trouble free and maximum
efficient functionality of its offered solutions.
One of the recent projects that underline the
performance offered by Biddle was done in
close co-operation with the Portuguese company Tabaqueira. Special designed air curtains with unique specifications were applied
in Tabaqueira’s factory in Lisbon to block insects in open doorways and with success!

For many tobacco manufacturers, the so-called tobacco beetle (Lasioderma serricorne) is one of the worst nightmares. This originally tropical
little insect occurs in the tobacco industry all over the world in environments where temperatures exceed 18˚C. The tobacco beetles are nicotine resistant and as they can fly, they can easily move around and nest
on any place. As female beetles need a warm and comfortable place to
lay their eggs, they bore through paper or tobacco leaf and nest in cigars
where the eggs can be hatched out.
Tabaqueira, the Portuguese production facility of Philip Morris International (PMI): “The sanitation of our products is top priority to our business and in terms of costs tobacco beetles are a serious threat for our
main raw material (tobacco)”.
Although the tobacco beetle is an annoyance of many tobacco manufacturers, they can be controlled. Various steps can be taken in order to
minimize the presence of tobacco beetles.
“We seal all the small entrances (cables supports, windows, etc)
in the factory buildings and keep the outside areas free of tobacco
remnants. However, goods need to be transported around several
locations in the production area’s and the storage rooms. Even
though many of the doorways are equipped with so-called fast closing doors we cannot close all openings permanently. For this reason
air curtains were installed in 2005 and even though they brought an
improvement in the number of counted beetles we were not satisfied with this solution. In 2006 PMI came with new requirements for
hygiene and this is the reason why we have scanned the market for
alternative (better) solutions. Even though there are many manufacturers of air curtains on the European market, blocking mosquitos is
not seen as a main application as the focus is on heating. After consulting several suppliers we realized that the only way forward was
to adapt existing products to our needs and we found Biddle able
and willing to do so as their main business is in the niche market for
special solutions and products”.
Based on the requirements by PMI, Biddle has investigated the possibilities to adapt one of its existing products, the IndAC (new range
of high power industrial air curtains) to meet these strict and challenging needs. In close co-operation with engineers from Tabaqueira solutions were designed for all possible doorways and storage
areas, keeping in mind the need for the working people and forklift
trucks to have unhindered access to these rooms.

Barrier for insects:
The Biddle solution
Model IndAC, one of the standard models within the range of Biddle industrial
air curtains, is the basis for the solution, as this model has the highest air
volume. A discharge velocity of at least 20 m/s was required (PMI requirements).

“Biddle did not only modify its IndAC air curtains to meet our requirements but during several site visits specialists from Biddle and engineers from Tabaqueira looked at each doorway and based on the
usage of the doorway and the expected air direction (an outside
doorway means ventilation and convection forces on the air, while an
inside doorway usually only causes convection ﬂows), three different
unit conﬁgurations were designed”.
When you have a look at the movement of air in a doorway you will
notice two phenomena; Due to temperature differences (even one
degree of temperature difference between inside and outside air can
make air to move) warmer air (which is lighter than cold air) will leave
the warmer room on the upper part of the door and colder air will creep
over the ﬂoor into the warmer room. When there is wind pressure on
the door opening (or strong ventilation caused by fans or air handling
units) additional outside air will be drawn into the building. Normal
air curtains are designed to deal with these two effects and depending on the height of the door, a velocity of around 5-12m/s is enough
to stop the convection ﬂow and to compensate (with extra heat) the
ventilation ﬂow. In this application however the air ﬂow needs to block
mosquitoes and beetles and as their mass is substantially higher than
air, they need to be ‘attacked’ with much higher impulse. The impulse
of air is depending on the speed of the air leaving the air curtain in
combination with the width of the air stream. Just increasing the speed
of air by reducing the air outlet opening is not enough. This was well
understood by Biddle.
”After the new air curtains were installed we noticed a decrease in the
amount of tobacco beetles captures by 60%, clearly the result of the
blocking function of the new air curtains. With these results we have
deﬁnitely met the new PMI standards for the next years to come”.

All of Biddle’s air curtains are equipped with so-called patented rectiﬁer grills.
These grills make sure that the air leaving the air curtain is not turbulent
(nearly laminar) and well directed to the ground. A special set of high power
fans and a pressure chamber construction make sure that enough pressure
can be built up before the air is pressed through the air discharge grill. It is
this facility that allows adaptation of the IndAC units to a higher outlet velocity
whilst keeping its directed air ﬂow. Due to the high air volume of the IndAC
(up to 4.000 m3/hr per meter unit length) it is possible to maintain sufﬁcient
width of the air bundle and thus have sufﬁcient impulse to stop the mosquitoes and prevent them to somehow ﬂy through the air ﬂow. The special
construction of the IndAC air curtains makes sure that the whole opening of
the doorway is covered by the air stream and no space is left open for the
bugs to enter the building.
The bad thing about beetles is that they can also creep over the ﬂoor. This
complicates the solution as the air stream must have sufﬁcient strength when
it reaches the ﬂoor to ‘blow away’ the beetle. In this case Biddle’s unique
rectiﬁer technology helps again. The directed low-turbulent ﬂow of air has
the ability to reach the ﬂoor without hardly any loss of speed. By developing
a special beak-shaped funnel as air outlet that directs the air under a certain
(small) angle towards the direction from where the beetles are expected to
come, the ability to blow them away from the opening is guaranteed. Depending on the different doorways either angled air streams or straight air
streams were applied.
“The air stream is stopping bugs but allows unhindered access for people
and goods. Additional beneﬁt of this solution is the fact that the air curtains
mounted at the outer doors also block the convection ﬂows. This means that
the factory will stay cooler during summer and warmer in wintertime”.

Applicable in food industry
The idea that tobacco beetles live on tobacco only is not true. Other plants
and food products like dry pet food, coffee beans, spices, cotton for diaper
production, etc. are just as attractive to them as long as these are stored
within their desired temperature range (18°C and warmer). In addition, many
other insects can be stopped from entering into production facilities. This
means that many industries besides the tobacco industry can take advantage of the IndAC air curtain for insect control!
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